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1.

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the development and application of the methods
employed in National Radiation Laboratory (NRL) surveys of computed
tomography x-ray scanners (CT scanners).

It includes descriptions of

the phantoms and equipment used, discussion of the various dose
parameters measured, the principles of the various dosimetry systems
employed and some indication of the doses to occupationally exposed
personnel.
There are at present four CT x-ray scanners in New Zealand.

They are an

Ohio Nuclear Delta 2020 installed in Auckland Public Hospital in 1978; a
General Electric 8800 installed in Christchurch Public Hospital in 1980;
a General Electric 7800 installed in Wellington Public Hospital in 1981,
and also ia the same year a Technicare Delta 2020 in Dunsdin Public
Hospital.

Examples are given here where appropriate of measurements on

these four scanners.

An initial dosimetry and protection survey on the
(2)
Auckland Delta 2020 scanner has been reported by Williamson
but the
techniques used have since been modified and updated.
A review of the development of CT scanners has been given by Alexander.

(3

In general, CT radiography differs from normal radiography in the use of
a fan-shaped x-ray beam, rotating in an axial plane about the patient,
and a computer to digitally reconstruct the image.

(Early CT scanners

which employed pencil beams are not referred to in this report.)

It is

conventional to define the plane of the fan beam as the x-y plane, and
the axis of rotation of the beam, as the z-axis, the origin being at the
centre of rotation or isocentre (see Fig. 1). The image is then of a
thin cross-section or slice of the patient, in the x-y plane.
Protocols for the measurement of the physical parameters specifying
performance characteristics of CT scanners were published by the American
Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) in 1977, and in more detail
(4 5)
by the Hospital Physicists' Association (HPA) in 1981. '
These
protocols refer to type-testing of CT scanners (comparison of one type
with another or with some set of criteria), acceptance testing of newly
installed scanners and quality assurance in routine use.
parameters lifted by the HPA are:

The physical

- 2 1.

Image noise

2.

Pixel size

3.

Spatial resolution (tomographic plane)

4.

Slice width (z-axis spatial resolution)

5.

Radiation dose:
(i)

axial dose profile (single scan)

(ii) multi-slice dose
6.

Spatial non-uniformity of CT values:

uniform water phantom

7.

Spatial non-uniformity of CT values:

high atomic number material

8.

Structured noise

9.

Linearity of CT values

10.

Accuracy of patient-positioning devices

11.

A figure of merit, Q

FIGURE 1: Orientation of CT beam, patient and detectors, showing the
conventional axis directions.
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- 3 Although some imaging parameters are referred to, this present report is
confined essentially to item 5, radiation dose measurements.
realised that image quality depends inter

alia

one representation of this is item 11 above.

It is

upon radiation dose, and
Ceteris

paribus,

Q

varies inversely as the square root of the radiation dose.
The conventional approach to dose assessment in diagnostic radiology
includes an initial measurement of skin dose, followed by estimates of
dose to radiosensitive organs, and of the total radiation energy imparted
(integral dose).

While these parameters are still of interest in computed

tomography, their determination is complicated by the principal
irradiation characteristics of the CT scanner, i.e., the narrow slices
irradiated, and the rotational scanning mode.

Doses cannot easily be

determined using straightforward x-ray tube output measurements.
The collimation of the x-ray beam, in relation to the detector array,
constancy or control of the beam intensity, regularity of rotation and
precision of electromechanical movements (such as table increment) are
important

factors contributing to image quality.

Some of these factors

also affect radiation doses, or are required to be known in the process
of calculating radiation doses.

Thus, the HPA recommends that the

radiation doses to be determined are integral dose, average and maximum
surface doses, and z-axis dose profile at the surface and centre.

Both

HPA and AAPM require dose measurement for both single and multiple slices
from which the combined effects of z-axis dose profile and actual table
increment may be assessed.
As well as raising difficulties of interpretation of dose measurements,
the narrow, rotating x-ray beam poses further difficulties in actual
measurement.

In particular most existing ionization chambers are too

large and cannot be used for direct dosimetry.

They may however be

employed for HVL determinations, provided constant geometry applies.

(2)

Thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD) has therefore become the most common
technique due to the small size of the phosphors employed (usually
"chips" of LiF).
dose profiles.

Strips of x-ray film are being used to determine z-axis
An interesting and fruitful approach to CT dosimetry

is that of Junius and Kambic
"pencil" ionization chamber.

who propose the use of a long, thin
Such a chamber inserted in a phantom

parallel to the z-axis measures ionization which effectively integrates
the z-axis dose profile.

This line integral is related to integral dose,

and is employed in other suggested dose indices, discussed in Section 4.1
of this report.

The same line integral can be determined, but more

laboriously, from TLD chips or x-ray film strips.

- 4 PHANTOMS
The assessment of both imaging and dose parameters requires the simulation
of patients by phantoms. There are in general two approaches to the use
of phantoms for dosimetry measurements.

One approach is with an anthro

pomorphic phantom so that the doses measured are directly indicative of
those received by patients, albeit they represent some average patient.
The most obvious difficulty in this approach is in fabrication of the
phantom, although considerable progress has been made in this direction
(8)
by White et al.
Also, anthropomorphic phantoms have not yet been
standardised, thus so far preventing intercomparisons between centres.
Anthropomorphic phantoms are difficult to align accurately in the CT
scanner beam, causing problems with reproducibility of results.
These difficulties are removed in the other approach to dosimetry
measurements which employs geometric phantoms which are fabricated from
readily available materials, accurately reproducible, and straight
forward to use.

AAPM and HFA have put forward recommended speficiations
(4 5)
for geometric phantoms. '
The price paid for these improvements is
that the doses measured may be less closely related to the doses to real
patients.

Shope et al.

found the agreement between the doses in their

geometric and anthropomorphic head phantoms exposed on the same CT
scanner and technique to be within 22 at the surface and 20% at the centre,
while for their body phantoms the agreement was 201 near the surface but
a factor of 300% different for central locations due to the presence of
lung tissue in the anthropomorphic phantom.
The early NRL work used a water-filled cylindrical phantom with walls of
"perspex", also known as "plexiglass" or "lucite" (polymethyl methacrylate),
(4)
constructed to AAPM criteria.
For this survey two cylindrical solid
perspex dosimetry phantoms were used by NRL.

These were based on United
(9)
States Bureau of Radiological Health (BRH^ specifications,
except that
their length was 182 mm rather than 140 mm.

One phantom had a diameter

of 160 mm and corresponded loosely to the size of a head, while the other
was of 320 mm diameter and was nominally body equivalent.

Both phantoms

had an array of 12 mm diameter holes parallel to the z-axis into which
dosimeters or blank rods could be inserted.

The two phantoms are shown

in Fig. 2, together with the various dosimeters employed.

The total mass

of the head phantom was 4.318 ±0.001 kg, and that of the body phantom was
17.272 ±0.001 kg.

3

The density of the perspex material was 1.18 g cm" .
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- 6 A limited amount of work was done with the NRL Rando anthropomorphic
dosimetry phantom.

It was the segmented version with 25 mm thickness

slabs, perforated with 5 mm holes, into which could be fitted TLD chips
spaced from each side by mix-D plugs.

Besides suffering from the

disadvantages typical of anthropomorphic phantoms, the NRL Rando phantom
was not representative in size and weight of a typical New Zealand female
patient, being too small.

It suffered also from a poor fit between the

encased skeleton and external body contour.

The Rando absorber material
(8)
as a tissue substitute is discussed by White.

3.

DETERMINATION OF PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

3.1

X-ray tube output

X-ray tube output expressed in terms of exposure rate in air at the
centre of the scanner aperture is stated by the HPA to be "a useful
parameter to measure as a baseline for monitoring the tube performance".
Because of the relatively short lives of x-ray tubes used in CT scanners,
output measurements should be made regularly if they are to be of any
practical value.
Since x-ray tube output is not directly a dose parameter its measurement
would not normally be included in a CT dosimetry survey. However, output
(2)
measurements are reported for a Delta 2020 scanner.
A typical
measurement of dose rate to air at the isocentre of a GE 8800 CT scanner
used a stack of TLD chips contained in a disposable plastic syringe
barrel.
3.2

1

At 120 kVp the dose rate was 99 uGy mAs" .

X-ray beam quality

A knowledge of the half value layer (HVL) or of the effective energy of
CT x-ray beams is required for dose meter calibration corrections.

Reports

of HVL determinations on CT scanners are sparse in the literature, and
neither the AAPM nor the HPA protocols refer to beam quality as a required
or recommended measurement, although it may be implicit.

Effective beam

energy may be determined within a phantom using the "keV liquids"
technique of White and Speller.

Unless a scanner can be operated

with the x-ray tube stationary, the conventional plane filter technique
for determining HVL cannot be used.

The technique used in this present
(2)
work has previously been described.
It uses a calibrated set of
cylindrical sleeve filters (cans) which are a sliding fit on a
correspondingly cylindrical ionization chamber.
used is the MDH dose meter, 6 cm

3

The ionization chamber

cylindrical chamber.

- 7 The cylindrical filters in contact with the chamber introduce two sources
of error.

First, the chamber sees a considerable proportion of radiation

scattered from the filter-can as well as radiation transmitted through it,
the proportion increasing with filter thickness.
the apparent HVL.

This effect increases

Second, the primary radiation reaching the chamber

passes through different amounts of filter depending on its angle of
incidence, having the effect of decreasing the apparent HVL.
These two effects to some extent counteract each other, but because it is
difficult accurately to quantify them the method can be used only if the
filters are calibrated against x-ray beams of known HVL.

The filters in

the present work were calibrated on the NRL constant potential x-ray
machine, in the NRL primary x-ray standards facility.

The calibration

curve of apparent versus true HVL is plotted in Fig. 3 as curve 1.
In one hospital physics department filter sleeves were constructed for the
hospital's Farmer dose meter ionization chamber.

The Farmer chamber

3

(nominal 0.6 cm ) was considerably smaller than the MDH chamber (nominal
3

6 cm ) so that the range of path lengths through the filter was less,
while the effects of scatter were greater.

The calibration curve (curve 2

in Fig. 3) hence showed a greater deviation between the true and apparent
HVLs.

The use of the NRL sleeves with the Farmer chamber reduced this

difference, confirming that scatter was the major determinant.
Even with the 10 mm slice width, not all of the chamber volume was
irradiated and hence the instrument readings had only relative significance.
However, with the constant geometry used, and the highly stable and
reproducible outputs of the CT scanner x-ray tubes, these readings were
able to be used directly.

HVLs measured on the four scanners were as

follows:
TABLE 1:

Central axis HVL and total filtration of the four CT scanners.

With head filter:

Scanner
1
2
3
4

HVL
mm Al
6.7,6.8
5.6
5.4,5.4*
5.1
*

Approx. total
filtration,
mm Al equiv.
6.0
4.1
3.9
3.6

With body filter:
HVL
mm Al

Approx. total
filtration,
mm Al equiv.

5.0
5.2

3.5
3.7

5.4

3.9

This using the hospital's own dose meter.

The accuracy of these measurements is estimated to be ± 0.2 mm.

- 8 -

FIGURE 3:

Calibration lines of apparent versus true HVL, for the HVL filter
sleeves, curve 1 NRL sleeves, curve 2 Hospital sleeves.
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- 9 Generally, so-called "body" filters in CT scanners may be either plane
filters in addition to inherent filtration, or butterfly shaped, while
head filters are usually butterfly shaped.

Since the HVL measurements

were made at the isocentre only, it was the HVL of the centre of the fan
beam which was determined.

As the thinnest part of the shaped filter was

at its centre, the apparent difference in HVL between head and body
filters was small.
Fewell et al.

determined x-ray spectra produced by four CT x-ray

tubes operated at constant potential, known filtration, and beam
orientation and angles as in the actual scanners. More limited data are
(12)
available from HFA
for CT beams and more extensively for direct
radiography beams. For a beam angle normal to the anode-cathode axis of
the x-ray tube (i.e., the conventional orientation) and at the same
values of kVp and HVL, similar values are deduced for the total
filtration.

The total filtration in mm aluminium equivalent for the four

CT scanners was approximated from these data, and is listed in Table 1.
3.3

Kilovoltage-peak determination

Several techniques exist for determining the peak generating voltage (kVp)
of an x-ray tube.

These include direct measurements using voltage

dividers or spark gap determination, and indirect measurements employing
fluorescence techniques, x-ray spectrometry with a high resolution
detector, and differential attenuators or "penetrameters".

The method

chosen for determining the peak kV on the CT scanners was that of
differential attenuation since all the other techniques involved specialized
equipment and required lengthy access to the scanner.
The most common method of using differential attenuation for determining
(13)
kVp is the penetrameter developed by Ardran and Crooks
using slow and
fast screens to record on film the image of a reference and a step-wedge
filter respectively.

At NRL have been designed and produced penetrameters

(14)

for measuring kVp on general x-ray equipment.'
commercial units available.
for x-ray

There are also several

However, nil these penetrameters are designed

beams of dimensions far greater than that used in a CT scanner.

The narrow width of the x-ray beam (tlO mm on maximum settings) rendered
impractical the side-by-side arrangement of additional and reference
filters.

Instead an "in-line" configuration was adopted, as illustrated

in Fig. 4.

The reference filters, with the slow screens, were at each

end bracketing the additional step-wedge with its fast screens.

- 10 -

FIGURE 4:

Filter and screen configurations for a conventional penetrameter
and the CT penetrameter.
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At the tine the CT penetrameter was being designed, the scanner involved
provided a further complication by being able to emit x-rays only when it
was scanning.

This necessitated long collimation holes above each step

of the filter wedg-j to prevent x-rays that had been attenuated by different
steps of the wedge being imaged on the same point in the film.

It was

necessary also to encase the entire penetrameter in lead to prevent
unwanted radiation reaching the film as the scanner completed its
rotation.
Fig. 5.

The design adopted for the Mk I CT penetrameter is shown in

A detailed description and discussion of the design is given by

Le H e r o n /

1 4 )

The CT penetrameter was calibrated on the NRL Seifert constant potential
x-ray plant which possesses a calibrated voltage divider for kVp
indication and has been checked also using a K-fluorescence technique.

- 11 FIGURE 5:

An exploded perspective view of the CT scanner kV penetrameter.
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- 12 The geometry during the calibration was that of conventional
radiography, giving near normal incidence of radiation for all the steps
of the filter.

However, during a scan, radiation with an angle of

Incidence up to 12° from normal was imaged on the film.
effects.

This had two

First, different points on the film at the base of a collimating

hole received radiation for different lengths of time during a scan.
Second, the oblique rays had a longer path length through the filters,
resulting in different spectral changes. The two effects are discussed
(14)
in detail by Le Heron.
The use of a 1 mm aperture when measuring
optical densities made the first effect negligible.

The second effect

resulted in an underestimation of kVp by approximately

\Z.

Three of the four scanners nad their peak generating potentials measured
with the Mk I CT penetrameter.

A Mk II CT penetrameter was then produced

having greater reference filtration (7 mm copper replacing the previous
4.2 mm), shaping the x-ray spectrum even more towards the peak energies.
A further change was the adoption of a cassette, with appropriate lead
encasement, to accept 13 x 18 cm x-ray film.

This latter eliminated

losses during development in automatic processors of the small films
contained in the dental occlusal cassette.

The Mk II CT penetrameter was

used en three of the four scanners.
The relative change in the total mass attenuation coefficient of copper
in the energy range 100 to 150 keV is approximately 45%. Tin and lead
have total mass attenuation coefficient relative changes, in the same
energy region, of 62% and 64Z respectively.

A set of differential

filters was made utilizing all three metals, resulting in the Mk III CT
penetrameter.
attenuator.

Tin, with a small amount of lead, was used as the main

The copper was used to reduce the effect of scattered photons

and characteristic radiation from the preceding filters.
The Mk III was restricted Co a narrower energy range (35 keV) than the
Mk II (45 keV) resulting in greater precision for determining the kVp.

A

consequence of the heavy filtration used in the Mk III penetrameter was
that several scans were necessary to produce the required optical
densities.

The Mk III CT penetrameter was used on two of the CT scanners.

Three of the four scanners had the ability to produce x-rays with the
tube stationary and the couch being moved through the beam.

The

penetrameters could therefore be used on those units with the same
geometry as that during the penetrameter's calibration.

- 13 The uncertainty in the determined peak kilovoltages was ± 2 kV for
measurements made with normal incidence, and + 3 kV, -2 kV for measurements
made using the scan mode.

4.

DOSIMETRY;

PRINCIPLES

4.1

Dose descriptors

As outlined in the introduction, the traditional approach to dosimetry in
diagnostic radiology cannot directly be applied to CT scanning, because of
the narrow, rotating, fan-shaped beam.
described by McCullough

Approaches to CT dosimetry are

and by White.

In practice, what is determined is the dose distribution in the z direction
(dose profile), usually at several positions in a dosimetry phantom.

The

dose profile can be obtained using TLD chips or strips of film, arranged
parallel to the z-axis.

The area under the dose profile may be determined

using an R*cm chamber.
From a dose profile may be obtained a line integral (area under the
profile), a peak dose, and a full width at half maximum (FWHM).

From

these three measured quantities, any or all of the following parameters,
which are indicators of scanner performance and patient dose, may be
derived:

computed tomography dose index (CTDI), multiple scan average

dose (MSAD), equivalent rectangular width (w), the dimensiouless figure
of merit r|, the dose to the skin, and the total energy deposited, or
integral dose.

A typical CT dose profile is displayed in Fig. 6.

The CTDI is defined as

CTDI

»

•/
*• /

D(z)dz

where D(z) is the dose profile and T is variously taken to be the nominal
slice width T ,
N

or the FWHM of the sensitivity profile Tg.

The

use of TJJ does not involve the mixing of dose parameters and imaging
performance parameters but the use of Tg relates the dose to the patient
to the acceptance aperture of the detector system.
So far in this discussion the peak dose, line integral, and CTDI have been
applied only to the single slice.

However, a typical CT procedure

FIGURE 6:

Typical dose profile, with dose parameters, peak dose, FWHM, and
line integral, indicated.

Distance

- 15 involves a series of slices obtained by successively incrementing the
couch movement by a distance equal to the nominal slice width. Ideally,
for a rectangular profile with no "tails", the peak dose for such a
series of contiguous slices would be the same as that for a single slice
but in practice the overlap of the individual profiles results in a peak
dose for a contiguous series that may be two or more times the single
scan peak dose.
The single slice profiles may in general add in one of two ways. If the
actual width is less than the nominal width, then the addition of n
profiles results in a profile with n-1 troughs. Conversely for the actual
width greater than the nominal width, the contiguous profile has n-1
peaks. This is shown in Fig. 7.
In either case it is possible to define the multiple scan average dose
(MSAD) as the average value of the peak of the contiguous profile, when
the number of scans is such that adding further scans results in no
increase in this average value (see Fig. 8 ) . The MSAD is
.+1/2
MSAD * Y I

D (z)dz
n

-1/2
where D (z) is the multiple scan profile and I is the slice separation or
table increment.
n

Usually I • Tjq, the nominal slice width. It can be shown
(see Fig. 8)
that this integral over width T of the centre of the contiguous profile
is equal in value to the integral of the single scan profile, i.e.,
N

•+TN/2
/

D (z)dz
n

-T

-

/

D(z)dz,

-•

N / 2

and therefore for the case where the nominal slice width is equal to the
table increment
CTD1

« MSAD.

- 16 -

FIGURE 7(a): Addition of n profiles with FWHM greater than nominal slice
width to give a contiguous profile with n - 1 peaks (n » 3 ) .

FIGURE 7(b): Addition of n profiles with FWHM less than the nominal slice
width to give a contiguous profile with n - 1 troughs (n « 3),

1 I t

-MSAD

FIGURE 8:

A contiguous scan dose profile with the MSAD indicated. The
shaded single scan dose profile is equal in area to the rectangle;
I xMSAD.

- 18 If CTDI is defined using T§ instead of T

N

then this equality no longer

holds and the MSAD must be calculated as

MSAD

- =r- /

D(z)dz.

—CO

The accuracy of the CTDI as an estimator of the MSAD was tested on one
scanner by comparing the peak doses for a contiguous series with the
values of the CTDI.

This was done using the 15-chip TLD rods to measure

the MSAD, for a series of 10 scans, and the 51-chip TLD rods to measure
the CTDI. The results were:
TABLE 2:

Comparison of CTDI and MSAD.

Head
Phantom
Position

Measured
MSAD
(mGy)

Measured
CTDI
(mGy)

Difference
CTDI-MSAD
Z of MSAD

A
B
C
D
E

47.0
47.2
43.3
45.1
35.6

49.9
49.5
45.6
46.9
41.1

6.1%
4.9%
5.3%
4.0%
15.5%

For all the phantom positions the agreement between the CTDI and the MSAD
is good.

In each case the MSAD is lower than the CTDI, suggesting that

10 scans were insufficient to ensure that the tails of the outermost scans
no longer contributed to the peak dose.
It was noted above that the MSAD may be two or more times the single scan
peak dose. This suggests that the ratio of the MSAD to the single scan
peak dose could be used as a figure of merit.
has been suggested

A refinement of this idea

embodied in a parameter called the equivalent

rectangular width, w, where

00

"• vL{

D(2,dz

-

-00

This parameter is effectively the width of a rectangular profile with the
same peak dose and the same line integral as the actual profile.
this definition of w it follows that

With

- 19 -

CTDI

- ~

• Dmax.

°* ^

.

^

and
w
"!f~ • DmaxN

MSAD

T

The value of w for an ideal profile would be T , as this would correspond
N

to a rectangular profile with no tails. However for real profiles w will
always be greater than T^.

This suggests yet another figure of merit, the
(17)
dimensionless parameter n,
defined by the relation

n • w—
In principle, with T

N

as the nominal slice width, n will be a number less

than 1.0, the values of n nearer to 1.0 corresponding to the better
collimation and smaller profile tails.

(Although unlikely, the values of n

could artificially be improved by excessively narrow collimation of the
profile.)

Some values of n determined for one CT scanner are given in

Table 3.
TABLE 3:

Values of n for the head phantom on one CT scanner.

Position

n

Position

n

A
B
C
D
E
P

0.29
0.53
0.50
0.51
0.43
0.61

G
H
I
J
K
L

0.43
0.41
0.42
0.38
0.38
0.34

The use of the nominal slice width T

N

in the definition of n effectively

compares the width of the real profile to the width of the ideal profile,
but gives no indication of whether the dose delivered to the patient
contributes to the formation of the CT image.

To include this it is

necessary to use the FWHM of the sensitivity profile T

T

S

s

instead of T , i.e.
N

- 20 It would be possible, for example, for a scanner with a nominal slice
width of 10 mm to have its detectors and detector aperture arranged to
give a FWHM of the sensitivity profile of only 5 mm, and the actual beam
collimated to an equivalent rectangular width, w, of SO mm.
D

-

T

N / i- 0*2> while r\
W

s

•

s

T /w is 0.1.
s

In this case

Thus to extract the most

meaning from the parameter n» the sensitivity profile of the scanner
should be determined, preferably in each phantom position.
The indices and parameters so far discussed are oriented towards evaluating
scanner performance, rather than quantifying the relative risk to the
patient.

Two quantities which provide some estimate of patient risk are
(18)
skin dose and integral dose.
A measurement of the dose to the skin has
the advantage that it is readily obtained, quickly indicating the scale of
the dose to the patient.

(For some diagnostic x-ray procedures,

demonstration of low skin doses is sufficient, and nc further dose
parameters need to be measured.)

The measurement of skin dose can be seen

to be a first step in the survey of a CT scanner.
Skin dose is conveniently measured by placing TLD chips on the surface of
a dosimetry phantom, either around the circumference in the plane of the
scan, or in a TLD rod normal to the scan plane.

The circumference chips

give an indication of the peak dose and how it varies around the pnantom,
while the surface rod gives a dose profile at the surface. Examples of
each are given in Fig. 9 (a) and (b). Typical single scan peak surface
doses for one scanner were 25 mGy for head scans and 40 mGy for body scans.
A more realistic estimate of patient risk is obtained by determining the
total energy deposited, or integral dose. This is expressed as energy
(2 18)
imparted per scan, in mJ (or kg*Gy). '
The integral dose per scan
may be multiplied by the number of scans to give a total energy imparted,
and this number (in kg«Gy) may be divided by the total body mass to give
an estimate of whole body dose in Gy.
The integral dose, I, may be defined as

I

»

/ D(m)dm,
M

where D(m) is the dose distribution throughout the mass of the phantom.

FIGURE 9(a): TLD dose variation around the circunference of the head
phantom.
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- 23 If the phantom is of uniform density, this expression may be replaced by

V

D(v)dv.

In practice the dose is measured to a finite number of volume elements
and so

I

-

I D
i-1

|

(1)

i V i

where Di is the dose to volume element v^, and V is the total volume.
If the volumes of all the volume elements are equal, expression (1)
simplifies to
n

M

I

• ;

E

Dj.

(2)

° i-1
To measure the integral dose to the NRL or similar phantoms, film strips,
TLD

rods or the R»cm chamber are used.

These three all give a value of

the line integral of the dose profile in mGycm, either directly with the
R'cm chamber, or from film or TLD by taking

L;

-

n
I D(i)li,
i-1

where D(i) is the dose to the length element, L^, Lj then being the line
integral in phantom position j.
The integral dose is non given by

I - ft Z a ,

(3)

jLj

J-l
where a: is the cross-sectionl area assigned to the j th line integral,
L is the phantom length, and A is the total cross-sectional area of the
phantom.
This may be simplified if the line integrals are each assigned equal
cross-sectional areas, in which case
1

• JVJJ-l

<*>

- 24 The integral dose to the head phantom was calculated for one scanner using
both (3) and (4), and since the results differed by less than 1Z (4) was
used for all the integral dose calculations.

This is equivalent to

assigning equal cross-sections or equal weights to each line integral.
Integral doses for the four CT scanners in New Zealand ranged from 10 to
20 mJ per 10 mm nominal slice at typical technique factors for scans of
the head phantom, and from 27 to 45 mJ for scans of the body phantom.
Although its estimation is not included in current NRL techniques of
measurement, the figure of merit, Q, mentioned in the introduction to
this report, should be defined.

Q is given by the HPA

V^
where

as:

000

-2 „ -k
=- mm ' G y ^
DZS
2

J

R

is the FWHM of the LSF in the image plane (mm)

D

is the average multi-slice dose around the surface of a
specified phantom, in mGy

Z

is the nominal or measured slice width (mm) for which D was
determined

S

is the normalised standard deviation of CT numbers.

Q is most useful for comparing different techniques on the same scanner,
indicating the degree to which a positive change, such as improved
resolution from a technique modification, is offset by negative consequences
such as increased noise level.
The sensitivity profile, while strictly an imaging parameter, is of
interest in dosimetry because of its incorporation in the definitions of
the dose descriptors CTDI, w and r\ .
s

Its determination was not included

in the techniques reported here, but it is derived from imaging a thin
( M mm) aluminium ramp which intersects the fan beam and is usually placed
at 45° to the y-z plane.

'

With this method, proper placement of the

ramp is essential for accurate results although it is simplified if two
such ramps are used, perpendicular to each other.

Orientation errors

are then revealed as differences in the length of each ramp observable in
the image.

Refinements of this method are described by Schneiders and

Bushong

and by Sorenson.

Reports of focal spot size of CT x-ray tubes are sparse in the literature.
The focal spot size is one of the limiting factor

of spatial resolution,

and because of its effect on the beam collimation it directly affects the

- 25 beam profile shape and hence the CTDI, equivalent rectangular width, w,
and r\.

To determine focal spot dimensions, the use of a pinhole camera
(21)
is required.
The narrow x-ray beam precludes the use of other

devices such as star patterns.

Correct alignment of the pinhole in the

central axis of the beam would require care, and this method is practicable
only on a CT scanner which allows exposure without rotation.
4.2

Derivation of approximate dose profiles from a simple model

An approach was made to the derivation of single slice dose profiles,
given the basic x-ray beam geometry, x-ray tube output and energy spectrum.
The model and assumptions were simplistic rather than rigorous to gain
insight into general behaviour, but some estimates which were made gave
plausibility to the approach.

The dimensions were taken from an actual

scanner where available but beam energies, spectra, filtration and tube
outputs, etc., were representative only.

The topics considered were

profile shape, dose variation with depth in the phantom, the effect of
shaped filters on this dose variation with depth

and, finally, some

representative dose profiles were produced.
4.2.1

Dose profile shape

The geometry of a CT scanner beam was shown in Fig. 1. Whereas some CT
scanners have long and narrow x-ray tube focal spots with the long axis
in the y direction, both the 6E and Technicare scanners have focal spots
of normal dimensions.

The derivation here was considered applicable

to both types of focal spot.
The penumbra, or more correctly "edge gradient",

(22)

of the focal spot

appears as an edge gradient on the profile, giving a typical trapezoidal
shape (assuming a uniform distribution for the focal spot).

The central

axis beam profiles were derived from geometric considerations.

These

beam profiles could not directly be compared with the measured dose
profiles obtained during scanning because the position of the point of
interest within the beam varies during the rotation.

Scattered radiation

was not considered, but its general effects would be to round off the
profile corners and add tails to the profiles.
Fig. 10 sets out the assumed general shape of a CT beam viewed edge-on
to the fan in the x-y plane.
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FIGURE 10: Edge-on view of CT beam showing the peak and base widths of the
trapezoidal profile.
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- 27 For simplicity the collimation was approximated by one slit only, and S,
the slit width, was chosen to make the FWHM at the isocentre equal to T,
the nominal slice width.

(Some scanners may in fact have the collimation

chosen to give this FWHM at some average skin position, resulting in a
greater FWHM at the isocentra.)
From simple geometry the peak width, w, and base width, W, of the profile
were expressed:

w

_ D(S^U1

+ U

a n d

w

_ D(S£U1_

D

( 1 )

Some central axis values for w and W for an actual scanner with T » 10 mm,
f * 78 cm, V » 44.1 cm were calculated and are shown for various focal
spot sizes in Table 4.
TABLE 4:

Peak (w) and base (W) widths for various focal spot sizes.

Focal Spot Size (mm)

Position

Distance
D
(cm)

w

W

w

W

w

W

w

W

63
67
71
78

7.6
8.1
8.5
9.2

8.5
9.1
9.7
10.8

7.2
7.6
7.9
8.5

8.9
9.6
10.3
11.5

6.4
6.5
6.7
6.9

9.8
10.7
11.5
13.1

5.5
5.5
5.4
5.4

10.6
11.7
12.8
14.6

78
71
71

9.2
8.7
8.5

10.8
10.0
9.7

8.5
8.0
7.9

11.5
10.7
10.3

6.9
6.7
6.7

13.1
12.0
11.5

5.4
5.4
5.4

14.6
13.3
12.8

1

2

4

6

Body Phantom
2
8
13
1

Head Phantom
A
H
B

4.2.2

Variation of peak dose with depth in the phantom

The variation of dose wi ..i depth in the phantoms was determined
approximately after making some simplifying assumptions, viz:
(i) The attenuation over each keV interval followed the form
I

-

I e"

y k d

0

where d was the tissue depth, pj< was the linear attenuation
coefficient for that keV interval and I Q was the incident
intensity at the phantom surface for that keV interval.
(ii)

The dose was delivered instantaneously every 10° of rotation
rather than continuously.

(2)

- 28 (iii)

The energy absorbed at any given depth was directly proportional
to the area of the intensity spectrum at that depth.

This was

equivalent to assuming that the ratio of Compton to photoelectric
absorption was constant.
(iv)

Scatter was neglected.

This was equivalent to assuming that

Compton scattered photons did not interact again.
(v)
(vi)

Attenuation by the scanner couch was neglected.
Initially, filtration was plane.

(The effect of shaped filtration

is considered in section 4.2.3.)
As the scanner beam rotates, the depth of tissue between a given
point in the phantom and the x-ray tube focus varies in a complex way.
The geometry used to consider this is shown in Fig. 11.

FIGURE 11: Geometry for calculation of depth of tissue between the dosimetry
position P, and the x-ray focal spot.

- 29 In Fig. 11,
R

-

the phantom radius

r

-

the radius at the point of interest

f

•

the focus to isocentre distance

6

*

the angle of beam rotation

d

-

the tissue depth

The expression for d was derived as

d

,

-r(fcos6 -r)
D

2

+

(

2

2

r f ( c o 8 - 1)
D"
?

^

(3)

2

and the distance D was shown to be
D

-

2

2

(f +r -2frcos6)^

(4)

Thus the depth at each angle 6 could be determined.

For each depth it

was necessary to calculate a new intensity spectrum.

This was commenced

by assuming an incident relative intensity spectrum.

The spectrum

chosen as being representative was an EMI CT spectrum which is generated
at 120 kVp, with 4 mm Al total filtration and a first HVL of 5.24 mm Al
(12)
equivalent.
(See Fig. 12(a).) This incident spectrum was then
attenuated using equation (2), at each 1 keV interval. The values of y^
(23)
were taken from data for Lucite (Perspex) by Hubbell,
which are given
as y/p, the mass attenuation coefficient.

The data were multiplied by o

(the density) and interpolated to obtain the values of yfc, (Fig. 12(b)).
The area of the attenuated spectrum for each depth was calculated and
divided by the area of the incident spectrum, thus giving a value for the
relative absorbed dose for each depth (using (iii) above).
To convert these relative doses to absolute doses a value for I Q was
needed.

This was determined from the x-ray tube output at the centre of

rotation.

(A typical output was taken to be %100 yGy per mAs.)

This

value for IQ was multiplied by the total mAs and divided by the number of
angular increments to give a value for the dose incident at TDC at the
phantom surface at each 10° increment.

(This was obtained from the

isocentre dose rate by correcting for inverse square using the factor
2

2

f /(f-R) , and corrected in turn for each 10° angle by multiplying by
2

2

(f-R) /D ).

This whole procedure was performed by a computer routine,

using the NRL North Star micro-computer.
Table 5.

Typical results are given in
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TABLE 5:

Angle

e°
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

Variation of dose with CT scanner rotation.*

Actual depth
of tissue
(cm)

Dose
(mGy)

Angle

1.00
1.02
1.07
1.16
1.31
1.50
1.90
2.46
3.32
4.55

2.05
2.04
2.00
1.93
1.84
1.71
1.55
1.35
1.11
0.85

9°

Actual depth
of tissue
(cm)

Dose
(mGy)

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180

6.08
7.77
9.49
11.04
12.40
13.50
14.33
14.83
15.00

0.62
0.44
0.31
0.23
0.17 ;
0.14
0.12
0.11
0.11

190 to 350 as for 170 to 10
respectively

* NRL head phantom, position B.
X-ray output in air » 100 yGy mAs" at isocentre.
Dose incident at phantcm surface » 2.50 mGy for each
10° angle increment.
740 mAs at 120 kV.
f « 780 mm, V * 440 mm, R » 80 mm, r - 70 mm.
1

The total dose was the sum of these 36 doses.

Calculated peak doses for

selected phantom positions are listed for comparison with the measured
doses for the same phantom positions in Table 6.

TABLE 6;

Calculated and measured peak doses (mGy).

Body Phantom

Head Phantom
Position

Calculated
Dose

Measured
Dose

A
B
H

19.5
35.2
25.3

17.5
30.3
24.0

Position

Calculated
Dose

1
2
8
13

5.9
34.0
14.0
7.1

Measured
Dose
4.13
23.8
10.9
5.5

The agreement between calculated and measured doses was closer for the
head than the body phantom, although the effects of shaped filtration
were yet to be taken into account.

- 32 4.2.3

Effect of compensating filters

To reduce the dynamic range over which the detector systems of CT scanners
are required to operate, shaped filters are fitted in the x-ray beam to
produce intensity variations compensating for the different path lengths
through the patient.
shaped.

Compensating filters are bow-tie or butterfly

The radiation doses arrived at in 4.2.2 were recalculated to

allow for the presence of compensating filtration.

The total path length

in the phantom for each angle was calculated and a filter thickness
chosen so that the path length plus filter thickness equalled the phantom
diameter (Fig. 13). For convenience the filter was assumed to be also of
perspex.

FIGURE 13: Geometry for calculation of filter thickness (t) so that total
x-ray path length C + t is constant ( • 2 R ) .

focal
spot

shaped
filter

- 33 In Fig. 13,
R

phantom radius

9

angle of rotation

r

radius of dosimetry point

f

focus to isocentre distance

C

path length through phantom

D

focus to dosimetry point distance

d

depth of tissue

t

filter thickness

The expression for C was determined as
C

2

2

2

2

2

-

(f - R

-

(f + r -2frcos6)^,

(5)

-(D-d) )/D-d

As before, (equation (4))
D

and d was the depth of tissue as calculated above.
t

Thus,

-

(6)

2R-C

Since actual filters may not be totally compensating, the doses to the
head phantom were calculated for a range ot compensations.

The filters

for these were taken to have thicknesses equal to a given percentage of
the t values calculated from (5) and (6).
The results of the recalculation of the doses of Table 6 are given in
Table 7.
TABLE 7;

Head phantom recalculated peak doses (mGy) .

Z Compensation
Position

0

25

50

75

100

Measured
Dose

A
8
H

19.5
35.2
25.3

19.5
29.7
23.5

19.5
25.6
21.8

19.5
22.4
20.4

19.5
19.9
19.I

17.5
30.3
24.0

These data show that the effect of shaped filtration was greatest near
the phantom surface.

The best agreement between calculated and measured

doses occurred with the 25% filter, suggesting that the actual CT filters

- 34 may compensate only partially for the differing pathlengths in the
patient.

The agreement for the 25% filter must be taken as fortuitous

because of the approximations involved in the model.
4.2.4

Calculation of actual profile shape

From equations (1) (page 27), a shape could be calculated for a dose
profile at a given depth.

The peak dose for this profile could be

determined approximately from equations (2), (3) and (4), and thus an
overall profile shape could be estimated.

This was done using the

following procedure, on the NRL microcomputer.
1.

The tissue depth and distance D were calculated using (3) and (4"
for each 10° angle.

2.

The attenuation for each 10° angle was determined from the relative
spectrum areas, to give a profile peak dose.

3.

A profile shape was calculated for each 10° increment from
equations (1) and was given the peak height from step 2.

4.

Each individual profile was summed to a master profile.

5.

The master profile was plotted, using the same routine as that used
for the film dose profiles.

Examples of dose profiles so generated are displayed in Figs 14 and
compared with the profiles from the same positions measured via film
dosimetry.

The agreement in both shape and peak dose is encouraging.

This procedure would enable approximate single scan dose profiles to be
estimated for any scanner, provided that the dimensions, the x-ray tube
output and energy spectrum were known.

However, since no account was

taken of the effects of scatter, the profile tails were absent and hence
the multiple scan dose parameters, and the values of CTDI, w and n, could
not be determined.

FIGURES 14:

Selection of computer generated dose profiles compared with
corresponding measured profiles.
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FIGURE 14(b):

Body phantom position B, FWHM = 9.7 mm, peak dose - 29.7 mGy.
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FIGURE 14(f):

Head phantom position A, FWHM - 5 mm, peak dose » 19.5 mGy.
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FIGURE 14(h):

Head phantom position A, FWHM - 1.6 mm, peak dose » 19.5 mGy.
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DOSIMETRY:

5.1

Thermoluminescent dosimetry

5.1.1

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Accuracy

Of the three dosimetry methods employed the greatest dose accuracy was
given by TLD.

The TLD phosphor used was Harshaw LiF TLD-100 in the form

of ribbons or chips of dimensions 3.2x3.2x0.91 mm.

When exposed edge-

on the spatial resolution of these chips was 0.91 mm.
These chips were originally retained in manufacturer's batches of 500 or
so, chip-to-chip response being free of batch-to-batch variations.

The

chips were always re-annealed (after exposure and reading) as a batch.
During the survey they were rebatched according to response, to reduce
the variance within each batch.
The sources of error in the use of TLD were (i) statistical variation in
chip response, (ii) calibration uncertainties, and (iii) energy dependence.
(i) The standard deviation of individual chip responses for a given batch
was about ± 5Z for a batch exposed to the same dose under laboratory
conditions.

This figure was also obtained for chips used in the field but

care was necessary to avoid contamination, stress or damage to the chips.
(ii) The .TLD calibration involved the selection of about 20 chips from
each batch as control and no-dose chips. The control chips were exposed
on the NRL Toshiba DC12M 2-pulse diagnostic x-ray machine, using a
Keithley 15 cm
dose.

3

ionization chamber and 35055 dose meter to monitor the

The energy response of the Keithley with kVp and HVL is plotted in

Figs 15. The overall uncertainty in the kVp determination of both the
scanner and the Toshiba was ± 3 kV, while the likely difference in the
HVLs, due to the Toshiba being a 2-pulse generator, was ± 0.5 ann.

The

corresponding error due to the Keithley response would be of the order of
1Z at 120 kVp, 5.5 mm aluminium HVL.
(iii)

(See Figs 15.)

There were two effects of the energy dependence of TLD.

First,

use for calibration of a primary x-ray beam spectrum different from that
of the scanner, introduced a calibration error due to the different
responses of the TLD to the two spectra.

The variation in response of

TLD-100 with effective keV is shown in Fig. 16(a).

The error due to this

effect with the above uncertainties of ± 3 kV and ±0.5 mm HVL could be
about 5Z.
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FIGURE 15(a):

Relative response of Keithley dose meter with kVp, at a
constant 5.0 mm Al filtration.
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- 46 A more significant error arose when the TLD was in positions where the
primary beam had been attenuated by phantom material, and a component of
scattered radiation introduced, the beam quality then being unknown.
(24)
However, Epp and Weiss
have determined experimentally the spectra of
scattered and attenuated radiation in a water phantom.

The scattered

component at a given depth is found to have the same kVp as, and greater
HVL than, the incident primary beam, while the HVL of the attenuated
primary beam at the same depth is greater still. For example, at a depch
of 100 mm with an incident primary beam of 105 kVp and 3.4 mm Al HVL, the
HVL of the attenuated primary beam is 7.1 mm, and the HVL of the scattered
component is 5.0 mm.

Epp and Weiss do not present results for 120 kVp

but it is not unreasonable to extrapolate the 105 kV behaviour, to 120 kVp.
From Fig. 16(b) it can be seen that the response of TLD-100 varies by 10Z
between 5 mm and 12 mm HVL, so measurements inside the phantoms could be
in error by up to 10Z.
In summary, the combined uncertainty in TLD measurements due to the above
effects was estimated to be ± 6Z in the incident primary beam, and ± 12Z
for attenuated primary and scattered radiation measurements.
5.1.2

Experimental methods

To obtain the best spatial resolution, the TLD chips have to be exposed
edge-on, and arranged face-to-face.

Since, however, a stack of chips the

length of the phantom would require an impractical 200 chips, the
arrangement shown in Fig. 17 was chosen, following the specifications of
(9)
the United States Bureau of Radiological Health (BRH).
The chips were
stacked face-to-face in the centre portion of the rod, where the dose
profile was rapidly varying, and were spaced increasingly further apart
towards the ends of the rod, where the tails of the profile were slowly
varying.
In Fig. 17 the actual chip positions, and also the distances separating
the midpoints between the chips (1^), are g'ven.
to estimate the integral of the dose profile using

L

-

n
I liDi,
i-1

Di being the dose to the i th chip.

These latter were used

^mi

GSt
o

n/( i a lutbr—iiiii 11 nm
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FIGURE 17:

The 51-chip TLD rod, giving the chip spacings for one half of
the rod, Che rod being nominally symmetrical.

- 48 There were errors introduced by approximating the integral by this sum,
as the dose measured by each chip was not the same as the average dose
over the region assigned to the chip.

These errors were however minimal

because the values of 1^ were large only where the profile was slowly
varying.
In some cases it was not required to measure the entire dose profile, only
the peak dose being of interest.

In theory, a rod with just one chip at

the centre would suffice but it would leave no margin
errors.
dose.

for positioning

It would also give poor statistical accuracy for estimating peak

To improve statistical accuracy it is better to have 3 chips in the

peak of the profile.

To ensure that this was the case, regardless of

positioning errors, the chip arrangement shown in Fig. 18 was chosen.

It

required only 15 chips and guaranteed that at least 3 chips would be in
the peak of the dose profile for both the 10 mm and 7 mm profiles (the
profiles nominally 7 mm were found to be ilO mm FWHM).

In use, the actual

order of the chips within the rod did not need to be retained, the three
highest readings for each rod being selected as the peak dose.

This was

confirmed by retaining the order of the chips for a large number of rods,
and plotting the 15-chip profiles.

The three greatest chip readings gave

a good estimate of the peak dose in each case.
5.2
5.2.1

Film dosimetry
Principles

It is a basic principle of film dosimetry that the degree of blackening of
a photographic emulsion is a non-linear function of exposure.

The non

linear function depends also on the x-ray energy spectrum, the emulsion
(1 25 26)
type, and the processing conditions. ' '
To estimate exposure from
film blackening, it is necessary to calibrate the emulsion type under
identical energy spectrum and processing conditions to those used for
measurement.

In practice this ideal is not achievable, and results

inevitably in a reduction in accuracy.

For completeness, some basic

features of film dosimetry are given here.

The degree of film blackening

is specified by a measurement of the optical density, D, as
1
o g

Incident Light Intensity
1 0 Transmitted Light Intensity

The value of D obtained depends on the optics of the densitometer used,
The two major optical types are specular and diffuse.

A specular
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FIGURE 18(a):

i

±i

The 15-chip TLD rod and magazine.

Scale 2:1
A 10mm profile always'hits'
at least three chips.

FIGURE 18(b):

Single scan dose profile superimposed in several positions
over a 15-chip 11.• rod.

- 50 densitometer uses a narrow collimated beam, incident normally on the
emulsion, and accepts only the light transmitted normally.

A diffuse

type uses a diffuse incident source, with light incident at all angles,
and accepts scattered light as well as transmitted light.

For a given

emulsion there is a constant ratio between the specular and the diffuse
densities.

All densities in the following are specular, unless otherwise

stated.
It is conventional, for optical density versus exposure calibration curves,
to plot log relative exposure versus net optical density.

The exposures

are divided by an arbitrary reference exposure which is normally chosen
for convenience as the lowest exposure given.

Such a curve is known as

the characteristic curve, sensitometric curve or H & D (Hurter and
Driffield) curve.

Fig. 19 shows a typical H & D curve.

V)

c
0»
X3

"O5
O
Oi

Log relative exposure
FIGURE 19: A typical film sensitometric (H & D ) curve.

The curve has three distinct regions.

In the initial "toe" region the

optical density is directly proportional to exposure.

The next region,

the "linear" region, is where the optical density is proportional to log
relative exposure.

Finally there is the "shoulder" region, as the film

approaches its maximum density, and large changes in exposure produce

- 51 only small changes in optical density.

For film dosimetry purposes, the

linear portion of the H & D curve is the most usable.

Emulsion type,

exposures and processing are chosen to exploit this part of the curve.
Usually doses are estimated by interpolation between data points on an
experimentally determined H & D curve.
5.2.2

Experimental method

The film chosen for NRL CT dose measurements was Kodak MIN-R, a fine
grain, single-emulsion, single screen-type, mammography film.

When used

without screens, with appropriate development, at typical CT exposures
its speed and contrast were in the required range, i.e., the linear
portion of the H & D curve.
This film was cut into strips 7 mm x 240 mm and loaded into light-tight
paper envelopes. These envelopes were fitted into the holes in the CT
dosimetry phantoms, enabling measurements to be compared with TLD, and
R»cm results. For each batch of about 20 films, two were kept aside for
calibration purposes and one for no-dose estimates.

The control and no

dose films were kept with the data films so that any stray radiation
would affect all the films and be eliminated from the dose measurements.
The control films were exposed using the arrangement shown in Fig. 20.

X ray tube

Transmission
chamber
Lead mask
Rim envelope

c

Air gap
Lead

t

=3

FIGURE 20: Arrangement for exposure of film dosimetry calibration films.

- 52 The chamber-to-focus and film-to-focus distances were measured carefully.
The film was placed below a slot in a 3 mm lead plate and shifted between
exposures, giving various exposures to different bands on the film.

The

exposures were varied by changing the timer setting of the x-ray machine,
but the ionization chamber readings were used to calculate the exposure
to the film.

Reciprocity failure does not occur when film is exposed

directly to x-rays, such failure being a light exposure phenomenon
(26)
only.
An air gap and lead plate were used to virtually eliminate
back-scatter to the film.
The exposures ranged typically from 1 mGy to 50 mGy in 7 steps, i.e.,
approximately 1, 2, 4, a, 16, 32, 50 mGy.

The data films were processed

in batches of about 17, with 'wo control and one no-dose film, to ensure
that the processing conditions for control and data films were identical.
The processing time and developer dilution were chosen so that over the
range of exposures found on a CT scanner the range of film densities was
within the range measurable on the scanning microdensitometer.

It was

necessary to substantially reduce the development time and developer
strength to achieve this. The developer used was Kodak liquid x-ray
developer type 2 which normally is diluted 4:1, with development time
around 5 minutes. The dilution was increased to 8:1 and the development
time reduced to 3 minutes, and in some cases 2 minutes (at 20°C).
5.2.3

Accuracy - energy dependence

In comparison with TLD and ionization chambers, film dosimetry is strongly
energy-dependent.

The change in the film H & D curve with kVp is shown in

Fig. 21, and with HVL in Fig. 22. The calibration uncertainties in kVp
and HVL of ± 3 kV and ±0.5 mm Al, resulted in an error in the range of
± 3Z in the film calibration.
The accuracy with which the optical densities of the calibration films
could be read was ± 0.02 D, giving an additional error in the calibration
of ± 10*. Thus measurements in the primary beam were uncertain by at
least 10%. The film energy dependence also resulted in greater sensitivity
to x-ray beam spectrum changes with depth in the phantoms.
cited (5.1.1), Epp and Weiss

As previously

determined that attenuated primary beam

and scattered radiation are both in general harder than the incident
primary beam.

From Fig. 22 it may be seen that the variation in response

at an optimal density of 1, to x-radiation between 3.7 and 7.0 mm
aluminium HVL, is i]5Z.
In summary, the overall uncertainty in film dosimetry measurements in the
CT phancotns due to all the above effects is probably x ± 2 5 % .

1

FIGURE 2 ) : H & D curve 'family , for a selection of kVp values;
Min-R film.

HVLmm at

0-2

(K
0-6
0-8
1-0
1-2
Log Relative Exposure

Kodak

2mm total filler. 37 HVL
8mm total filter. 70 HVL

0-2

04 0-6 0-8 to
1-2
Log Relative Exposure

FIGURE 22:

U

16

1-8

Variation of H & D curve for two filtrations at constant kVp;
Kodak Min-R film.
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Densitometry

The optical density profiles were obtained from the film strips using a
Joyce-Loebel scanning microdensitometer, installed at the Physics
Department, University of Canterbury.

This densitometer was used with a

relatively large scanning aperture of 100 \im to reduce grain noise.

The

optical density profile was produced both on a chart recorder type trace
and digitally on punch-tape.
The densitometer functioned by moving an optical density wedge of known
density gradient, relative to a reference light beam, until the
attenuation of the wedge matched the attenuation of the sample.

The

position of the wedge was recorded on an analogue trace, and on a paper
tape in natural binary code as a number between 1 and 255. The wedge
1

slope used was 0.157 cm" , and the maximum wedge travel was 17 cm.

The

density resolution was therefore 0.01 D (17x0.157/255).
Each batch of 20 films, including the control films, was scanned
sequentially without changing any of the densitometer settings.

The

sampling interval used was 90 vim, thus over a 182 mm profile 2022 data
points were recorded.
5.2.5

The density-to-dose conversion

The radiation dose was related to the optical density by the film H & D
curve.

Such a curve was obtained for each processing batch from the

optical density traces of the control films. Dose versus optical density
data points were input to the computer (Burroughs B6900 series of the
University of Canterbury Computer Centre), which used a Lagrangian
quadratic interpolation routine to calculate the dose profile from the
optical density data on the punch tape.

The results were obtained as a

set of 2022 data points for each profile, and as a full-size plot of the
profile using a plotting routine.

The dose for plotting purposes was

expressed as a percentage of the peak dose for each profile, the peak
dose used being given by the computer.

A plot of the centre portion of

the profile, enlarged five times, was also given.

A typical example is

shown in Fig. 23.
The programme also calculated the sum of all the dose data points, giving
a result in 6y*cm which is an estimate of the line integral of the dose
profile.

Towards the end of the survey this programme was rewritten for

the NRL North Star microcomputer.
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FIGURE 23:

Representative film dose profile, together with the 5X plot of
the centre portion, (half size).
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The R»cm chamber

A dose parameter of central interest is the line integral of the dose
profile.

This may be measured indirectly by using film or TLD to obtain

a dose profile and then calculating the area under the profile, or more
simply and directly by using an R*cm chamber.

This latter has the

advantages of giving an immediate result, combined with the high
sensitivity and dynamic range of ionization chambers.

The disadvantage

is that the line integral only, and no spatial information, is obtained.
From the line integral may be derived the integral dose, the CTDI and the
MSAD.

If the peak dose and FWHM of the sensitivity profile are also

known, then the equivalent rectangular width, w, and n may be determined.
The R*cm result may be interpreted as giving an average rectangular
profile of the same total length and area as the actual profile.

Dividing

by the phantom length gives the height of this profile which represents
the average of the dose along the actual profile.
A diagram of the NRL chamber is given in Fig. 24. The design was similar
in principle to the Capintec PC-4P chamber as described by Jucius and
Kambic.

The outer electrode was a tufnol tube lined with colloidal

graphite in lacquer as the conductor, while the inner electrode was a fine,
thin-walled, stainless steel tube. The chamber was connected to a Keithley
35055 dose meter, which provided a polarizing potential of 100 V.
Ideally the requirements of an R»cm chamber are that it be uniform in
response along its length, free from orientation effects, insensitive to
changes in x-ray beam quality, and independent of dose rate.
The energy response of the NRL R*cm chamber was determined against a
calibrated Keithley 15 cm

9

chamber and 35055 dose meter, using constant

geometry, and irradiating the entire volume.

The response was determined

for 120 kVp with variable filtration, and for 5.5 mm Al equivalent total
filtration with variable kVp.

These data are depicted in Figs 25,

normalized to 1 at 120 kVp, and 5.5 mm filtration.
The kVp and filtration of all four CT scanners were close to 120 kVp,
5.5 mm Al equivalent, and so measurements of the CT Primary beam were
subject to minimal errors due to beam quality dependence, (Fig. 25(a)).
However, as the depth in Che phantom increased the beam became harder and
the chamber response shifted from its calibrated point.

Also, the tails

Scale; qctuql size
Tufnot
Plug

Tubular stainless
Electrode

PTFE

Insulator

Tri-ax
cable

l
WvWWV . W W W W W ;

T
Tufnol tube lined

7

Perspex

stem

u.

Signal

with colloidal graphite

00

1*100 V

FIGURE 24:

The NRL R»cra ionization chamber.
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- 60 of the beam profiles corresponded to scattered radiation of substantially
different quality.

As an indication of the effect of these differing

qualities the R»cm chamber was compared with the Keithley 15 cm
at 120 kVp, with total filtration varied from 2 mm to 20 mm Al.
results are graphed in Fig. 25(b).

3

chamber
The

Thus the values of R*cm in the profile

tails and at positions deeper in the phantom, in the attenuated primary
beam, were uncertain by ± 3Z due to the chamber HVL dependence.
Orientation effects were measured and found to be less than 1Z for all
angles of beam rotation.

No dose rate dependence was observed over the

range of CT exposure rates.
The response of the chamber to a narrow x-ray beam at various positions
is shown in Fig. 26. The response varied less than 3.5Z along its
sensitive length, and dropped rapidly to zero at each end without any
irregularities due to stem or end effects.
Calibration of the chamber was by exposure to known R*cm products.

The

most reliable of these involved irradiating the entire chamber length to
a known dose.

The sensitive length of the chamber was known, its response

was uniform along its length with no end effects, and so the R*cm product
was determined.

Some calibrations were also obtained using lead sleeves

in contact with the chamber, to expose different lengths.

This produced

results consistent with those obtained for exposure of the total length,
but only down to lengths of 5 cm or so.

Below 5 cm, the effects of

scatter from the edges of the lead sleeves became significant.
Fig. 26 indicates a deficiency of the present NRL chamber in that its
sensitive length was substantially less than the long axes of the CT
phantoms (105 mm instead of 182). A proportion of the tails of the
profiles was missed by the chamber, resulting in an underestimate of the
line integral.

(A longer chamber is being constructed.)

Near the surface of the head phantom, about 5Z of the area of the dose
profile was outside the centre 105 mm;

this increased to 12Z at the

centre of the head phantom and 25Z at the centre of the body phantom.
R*cm values measured with the present chamber were expected to be low
corresponding to these percentages.

These effects may have in some

instances been masked by other sources of error.

It was possible, for

example, for energy response and statistical errors to have reduced the
line integral of a TLD or film dose profile, below that of the
corresponding R*cm measurement.

The
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A small-volume ionization chamber

The definition of the dose parameter w contains the peak dose of the
dose profile;

1
Dmax

D(z)dz.

-D
At present 0,,,^ may be determined using the 15-chip TLD rods.
be convenient to measure D

It would

directly, using a small-volume ionization
(27)
chamber, placed at the centre of the dose profile.
Expected
m a x

difficulties would include the low sensitivity of such a small chamber
(volume x 0.4 cc), the practical problem of locating the chamber in the
position of peak dose when in use, leakage currents between electrodes,
and corona discharge because of Che close spacing of Che electrodes.

A

- 62 small-volume ionization chamber is at present being constructed at NRL.
An extension of this idea is the multi-segmented chamber described by
(27)
Moore, Cazak and Hendee.

PERSONNEL DOSE
The potential dose to personnel involved with CT scanning is characterized
by the three general features:

the narrow collimation of the scanner

beam, the high peak, kilovoltage, and the absence of personnel from the
immediate vicinity of the scanner during exposures.
The narrow beam and small field size lead to a low proportion of scattered
relative to primary radiation.

The high peak kV however renders the

scattered radiation more penetrating than for other procedures.

The usual

absence of x-ray personnel from the scanner room during scans means that
the major protection requirement is to ensure adequate shielding between
the scanner itself and adjacent occupied areas.
Measurements of levels of scattered radiation in CT scanning may be made in
two ways. The scanner may be monitored with a cumulative dose meter over
a period of weeks to determine the amount of scattered radiation
accumulated over the period, or the scattered radiation may be measured
directly during single scans and an estimate of workload used to estimate
personnel dose.
For monitoring over long periods, radiation monitoring films (RMF) in the
(28)
orange plastic NRL
film holders were used, supplemented in some cases
by placing TLD chips in each film badge.

Agreement between the TLD and

RMF results was good in general, with the RMF showing greater consistency.
Later monitoring films alone were used.

In practice the filir badges were

taped to the interior walls of the scanner room itself and adjacent
exterior occupied areas for a period of several weeks.

The films were

developed and the doses determined by the NRL monitoring film service in
the normal way, except tnat the minimum reporting level was reduced from
0.15 mGy to 0.02 oGy.
Where possible, the total scanner workload during the monitoring period
was obtained from the scanner records, enabling the results to be expressed
in relation to workload as yGy per mA»min.
The other approach to determination of scattered radiation intensities
was used to take measurements directly during scans of patients or
dosimetry phantoms, using a large-volume, high-sensitivity ionization

- 63 chamber.

Both the Keithley 150 cm

meter, and the MDH ISO cm
employed.

3

3

ionization chamber with 35055 dose

chamber with MDH 1015C dose meter, were

(The readings of dose rate meters ("cutie pie") were too

difficult to interpret because the scattered radiation intensity at a
given location varies continuously during the scanner rotation.)
Using these integrating ionization chambers, effective readings could be
made only in the scanner room, as they lacked the sensitivity to measure
scattered radiation levels behind shielding.

The major use of this

technique was to obtain values for the scattered radiation intensity at
1 metre from the patient, for various positions around the scanner.

A

knowledge of the scanner suite floor plan and the lead equivalence of
viewing windows, doors, barriers and walls, enabled some estimates to be
made

of doses in occupied positions.

These estimates should have agreed

but within limitations with the doses measured by RMF.
A comparison of large chamber predictions, with RMF doses for a 3-week
period, is given in Table 8.
TABLE 8:

Film
badge
position

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Comparison of scattered radiation measurements by ionization
chamber and radiation monitoring films.

Dose measured
by film badge
(yGy)

740
680

Dose predicted
via ionization
chamber

(uGy)

(Z)

1230

166
106
69
76
72
132
69
58
68
45
36
71
78
80

740

720
960
560

1700

1230

190
260
380
370
200
220
210
270
450

250
180
220
250
90
80
150
210
360

1400

Ratio of
predicted to
measured dose

A simplified layout of the particular scanner suite is given in Fig. 27
to indicate the RMF badge positions. The predicted doses were only
approximate as the positions at which the chamber was placed did not
correspond exactly with those of the RMF badges.

Also the chamber results

represented a very small sample of the patients examined during a 3-week
period, so the statistical uncertainty is high.

FIGURE 27:

Schematic layout of a CT suite to indicate the film badge
positions of Table 8.
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- 65 RMF badges 13 and 14 were on the scanner side of the radiologist and
radiographer viewing windows respectively.

Film badges placed on the

opposite side of these windows read less than 20 yGy, i.e., about 7 yGy
per week.

The maximum dose to these occupied positions would therefore be

about 350 yGy per year.

This figure would be typical of a scanner suite

with a workload of 5000 mA*min per week and lead glass or lead acrylic
viewing windows.
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